Recently, Verlinde noted a surprising similarity between Friedmann equation governing radiation dominated universe and Cardy's entropy formula in conformal field theory. In this note, we study a brane-universe filled with radiation and stiff-matter. We analyze Friedmann equation in this context and compare our results with Cardy's entropy formula.
Since 't Hooft [1] and Susskind [2] proposed the idea of holography, there have been several works in the past trying to test this proposal in various gravity systems. According to the holographic principle, dynamics of D space-time dimensions are encoded in terms of the degrees of freedom on the D − 2 dimensional boundary. The ADS/CFT correspondence does indeed realize such a principle. In systems where gravity is dynamical, testing holographic principle, however, turned out to be somewhat subtle. Fischler and Susskind [3] , in particular, addressed the issue of holographic entropy bound in the cosmological setting. They proposed that the area of particle horizon should bound the entropy on the backward looking light-cone. However, violation of such bound was found in case of closed FRW universe. Subsequently, various modifications [4] were proposed to circumvent such a problem.
In a more recent paper [7] , Verlinde analyzed entropy bound in a radiation dominated closed FRW universe using the holographic principle. Representing radiation as conformal field theory (CFT) in the universe, he found surprising similarity between Cardy's entropy formula for 1 + 1 dimensional CFT and the Friedmann equation governing the evolution of the universe. In fact, it turned out after suitable identifications, that Cardy's formula maps to Friedmann equation. Furthermore, in [7] , a cosmological entropy bound is proposed which unites Beckenstein bound [5] for limited self-gravity system and Hubble bound [6] for strong self-gravity system in an elegant way.
3 Though, Verlinde's analysis was for radiation dominated universe (which can be modeled perhaps by CFT), the arguments of the paper, leading to entropy bound, depend on the equation of state of matter in a very minimal way. This might lead one to suspect that a version of Verlinde's bound might hold even when the universe is described by a different equation of state. The purpose of this note is to test Verlinde's proposal for an universe filled with radiation and stiff matter. Following closely [11] , we consider a brane-world in a charged black hole background [12] . The time development of the metric on the brane is described by Friedmann equation [9, 11] . The mass of the black hole background induces radiation matter on the brane [11] . On the other hand, the charge of the black hole, however, acts as a source for stiff matter on the brane ( whose equation of state is simply given by the pressure being equal to the energy density). We show that when the brane crosses the horizon of the charged black hole, entropy and temperature can be expressed in terms of the Hubble parameter and its derivative. In particular, none of these thermodynamical quantities depend explicitly on mass and charge of the background. This is similar to what was observed in [11] , when the target space was uncharged and hence the brane is described by radiation dominated matter only. We also, some what surprisingly, find that the formula for entropy given in [11] , from the CFT consideration, coincides with the FRW equation when the brane crosses the horizon of the charged black hole.
We start by considering an (n + 1) dimensional brane in a space-time described by an (n+2) dimensional charged AdS black hole. The background metric is thus given by [12] 
where
Here, M and Q are respectively ADM mass and charge, L is the curvature radius of space and ω n+1 = 16πG N /(nVol(S n )). G N here is the Newton's constant. If a H is the largest real positive root of h(a), then in order for (1) to describe a charged black hole with non singular horizon at a = a H , the later should satisfy
The electrostatic potential difference between the horizon and infinity is given by the quantity Φ and following [12] we choose it to be
This space-time was analyzed with a focus on AdS/CFT correspondence in [12] .
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Let us now consider a (n + 1)-dimensional brane with a constant tension in the background of (1). As discussed in [11] , if we regard the brane as a boundary of background AdS geometry, location and the metric on the boundary becomes time dependent. The induced equation of motion of the metric on the brane satisfy Friedmann equation.
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Tuning the brane cosmological constant to zero, we get the following induced equation on the brane:
where H =˙a a being the Hubble parameter and dot denotes derivation with respect to the brane time τ . Someone who is living on the brane will thus observe a closed FRW metric given by
with a(τ ) satisfying (5). Now from different power law behaviour of the quantities in the right hand side of (5) with respect to a, we conclude that while M behaves as a source of radiation matter as in [11] , Q behaves as a source of stiff matter on the brane. However, we should notice that the Q 2 dependent term in (5) has appeared with a wrong sign in front. Differentiating (5) with respect to τ we geṫ
At this point, we would like to comment on the cosmological behaviour of the universe on the brane. The time development of the brane-universe is completely determined by (5) . Like closed model for radiation dominated universe, brane-universe reaches a maximum value a max which is given by the largest real root of the equation,
Furthermore, it is easy to check that there is a non-zero minimum value for the scale factor a min . So the brane-universe oscillates between a min and a max . It can also easily be seen that a min < a H < a max , where a H is the location of the horizon of the black hole background given in (1) . Now, if we compare (8) with (5), we see that the Hubble parameter satisfy
. This is similar to what was found in [11] . We also note that H is independent of black hole parameters M and Q at the horizon.
If we take the brane as the boundary of the AdS space, following [13] , one would expect that the entropy of the CFT is given by the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy of the charged AdS black hole
From above, it follows that the entropy density on the brane is
where G N is the Newton's constant on the brane. It is related to G N via G N L = (n − 1)G N . These expressions are the same as that obtained in [11] where, the bulk space-time was an uncharged black hole. These expression are some what universal as they do not explicitly depend upon black hole parameters like mass and charge etc. Similarly, from the expression of the Hawking temperature for the metric in (1), one can obtain the induced temperature on the brane, which again does not depend explicitly on black hole parameters at a = a H and can be expressed as:
When the brane crosses the horizon, we notice that all the thermodynamical quantities on the brane can be written down solely in terms of H andḢ.
The first law of thermodynamics, written in terms of densities, takes the following form on the brane:
Here, ρ is the energy density, p is the pressure, andρ is the charge density. The quantity (ρ + p − Φρ − T s) is a measure of non-extensiveness of thermodynamical quantities. Now using the identification,
we get
Following the same line arguments as [11] , we can express the entropy density in the form of Cardy's formula
It is easy now to check that the equations (17) and (15) are the same as Friedmann equations (5) and (7) at a = a H . When expressed in terms of total entropy, (17) reduces to the one discussed in [7] . Appearance of the quantity Φρ in (12) , (15) and (17) is interesting. From the point of view of background black hole geometry, it measures the energy density due to charge. On the other hand, we expect that from the brane perspective, it should be the contribution of the energy density and pressure (which are equal in magnitude however) of stiff matter. It is satisfying to observe that Φρ = ρ sm + p sm at a = a H ,
where subscripts on ρ and p indicate that they are stiff-matter contributions. We would like to emphasise that it is at a = a H , where the entropy formula (17) and (15) coincides with Friedmann equation (5) and (7) respectively.
